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1. Introduction 

Star CloudPRNT is a protocol to enable printing from remote servers. Customers are required to 

implement a server following this protocol to enable printing to remote devices. 

CloudPRNT is designed to be simple to implement, versatile and secure. By using common http/https to 

pass a REST/JSON API and common print job data formats, it is a familiar technology for web developers 

and does not requires specific firewall, port forwarding or tunneling to enable connectivity. 
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Overview 

All CloudPRNT communication is handled via a single URL, which can be hosted by any web server. 

Clients (such as the HI01/02X Intelligent Interface), use an http POST method, to update device status 

and make requests at a fixed interval, the server will respond with instructions and availability of data for 

printing. Clients will then use an http GET method to retrieve print jobs, in the requested data format. 

Finally, clients will respond with a DELETE or POST with error code to inform the server of the printing 

status. 

 

All negotiations use JSON encoded information, except for the print job request, which will use an http 

GET (with URL encoded parameters), and will deliver the job in the requested data format. 

 

 

Printing Process 
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Operating Environment 

The Star CloudPRNT client service is implemented on the Star Intelligent Interface (IFBD-HI01X and 

IFBD-HI02X), with support for the following printers. And some printer(mC-Print2 and mC-Print3) that do 

not support intelligent interface also supported to this Star CloudPRNT service. 

 

*Firmware: Ver. 1.1.0 or higher (IFBD-HI01X and IFBD-HI02X) 

Ver. 1.2 or higher (mC-Print2 and mC-Print3) 

 

Interface Board  

model 

Printer 

model 

Minimum Printer Firmware Minimum 

Interface 

Firmware 

Note 
Boot Version Main Version 

HI01X TSP650II 1.0  1.0 1.1 - 

HI01X TSP700II 2.0 3.0 1.2 - 

HI01X TSP800II 1.0 1.2 1.2 - 

HI02X SP700 2.0 3.0 1.2 - 

- mC-Print2 - 1.2 - - 

- mC-Print3 - 1.2 - - 

 

 

 

- The printers are fixed issues and added new functions by updating the latest firmware. 

We recommend that you always update and use it. 

- HTTP and HTTPS (TLS 1.2) are supported. 

Note: Common “HTTP Basic Authentication” allows username/password security. 

- All CloudPRNT communication is handled via a single URL. 

- For USB peripheral support, HI01x/HI02x firmware version 1.4 or later is required. 

- About supported model for USB peripheral, please refer to “Controlling Peripheral Devices” section. 
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2. Client configuration 

Each client must be configured with the CloudPRNT URL that it should poll. It is also be possible to 

provide a username/password for authentication and polling interval. The username and password are 

optional settings, depending on the requirements of the server. 

 

If a server developer requires further information to be provided by the client, then these should be passed 

by adding a query string to the polling URL. 

 

These options are set through the web based configuration user interface of the CloudPRNT printer. 

 

Configurable client options are: 

• Poll URL (required) - a URL that the client will poll regularly through an http POST 

           (Factory Setting for IFBD-HI01X/02X: https://cloudprnt.starmicronicscloud.com/cpdevice 

mC-Print2/3: none) 

• Poll Interval (optional) - poll timer in seconds. The client will connect to the server at this interval to 

provide the server with live status updates, and check for print jobs or client action requests. It not 

specified, then the client will use the default.(IFBD-HI01X/02X: 120 sec, mC-Print2/3: 5 sec) 

• User (optional) - a user name that will be passed in the first request body if specified. 

• Password (optional) - a password that will be specified in the first request body, if specified. 

 

The CloudPRNT printer supports https/TLS web services, by default servers are verified using the same 

CA Root set as Mozilla Firefox. Users may also install custom CA Certificate set to the CloudPRNT printer. 

 

 

  

https://cloudprnt.starmicronicscloud.com/cpdevice
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Reference: Web configuration display of the HI01/02X. 

 

 

Note: After CloudPRNT setting, you must do “save” to apply your setting to HI01/02X. 

     Then the printer will reboot to complete it.  
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Note: All HI01/02X configuration is performed via a user interface hosted on the built-in web server. 

 

1. Check the IP address of the HI01/02X -Printer by self-print. 

- Connect Ethernet cable to the HI01/02X -Printer. 

- Turn on the HI01/02X -Printer with pushing the feed button for 5 seconds. 

- The IP address of the HI01/02X -Printer is shown in 2nd print paper. 

 

2. Put IP address of HI01X into the web-browser. Then the web configuration utility is shown. 

 

 

3. To enter the setting of HI01 page, click “Login” and put user name and password.  

User name: “root” , Pass word: ”public”. 
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3. Polling the server (POST) 

On each poll interval the client will send an http POST to the server. The POST is used to send live 

information to the server. The server response is then used to inform the client of any available print jobs, 

or to provide requests for device management features. 

Devices with support for additional peripherals, such as USB barcode readers, displays, keyboards, with 

also report the availability and status of these devices. 

 

Poll Timing 

When idle, the device will poll the server based on the configured polling interval. With the following 

exceptions: 

• If an event occurs, such as a printer status change, a barcode being scanned or a key being 

pressed, then a poll to the server will be triggered immediately. This allows very low latency 

operation, with the server able to respond to user events very quickly. 

• While a print job is in progress, the device may not send polls to the server until the job is 

complete. This is dependent on device implementation, and typically devices that support 

operations other than printing (such as barcode scanning) will continue to poll the server as 

usual, even while printing. 

Compatibility Note 

Versions up to 1.3 of HI01x/HI02x firmware do not poll while printing. However version 1.4 or 

later does send poll requests to the server during print operations, this allows continuous 

usage of all peripherals during a print operation. 
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JSON Request 

The request body sent from the client is in JSON format, based on the following template: 

 

{ 

"status": "<ASB Hex format>", 

"printerMAC": "<Ethernet MAC address>", 

"uniqueID": "<server assigned ID>", 

"statusCode": " <description>", 

"printingInProgress": bool, 

"clientAction": [{ 

"request": "<request type>", 

"result": "<request result>"  

}], 

"barcodeReader": [{ 

"name": "<device logical name>", 

"status": { "connected": bool, "claimed": bool }, 

"scan": [ {"data": "<scanned barcode character sequence>", 

            "symbology": "<symbology of scanned barcode>"}] 

}], 

"keyboard": [{ 

"name": "<device logical name>", 

"status": { "connected": bool, "claimed": bool }, 

"keyPresses": "<key presses since last poll>"  

}], 

"display": [{ 

"name": "<device logical name>", 

"status": {"connected": bool} 

}] 

} 

 

All fields, except "statusCode" are optional and will be specified only if configured and needed, or may 

have a null value, servers should be able to handle either case.. 

The "clientAction" field is specified only if the server has sent a "clientAction" request to ask for specific 

details, (e.g. firmware version, memory switch setting etc) or to inform the server of events that are not 

encoded in printer device status. 

 

• "status" - provides the server with printer status information in Star ASB style. If this is not provided, 

then the server can assume that the printer is online if statusCode value beginning with "2" (e.g. "200" 

is provided). 

• "printerMAC" - provide the server with the MAC address of the printer. Note that this is primarily for 

client identification purposes and may not be the MAC address that the request is issued from in case 

the client has multiple routes to the server. For example, the HI01/02x interface with always use the 

Ethernet MAC address, even if WiFi is used. 

• "uniqueID" - a server assigned ID. This field will only be included in the request if the server has 
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assigned an ID. 

• "statusCode" - provide a 3 digit status code (based on http status codes, but not directly compatible) 

and description of the printer state. Typically this will be "200 OK" to indicate that the printer is online 

and ready. In case of print job failure, or offline, then an error state can also be passed, see Printer 

Status Codes section for details. Status codes from a CloudPRNT client are URL encoded, because 

they may also be sent as a URL parameter, for example when the printer sends a DELETE request. 

• "printingInProgress" – added in HI01x/HI02x firmware version 1.4. A Boolean value which indicates 

that a print operation is currently in progress. This is provided by clients which may issue polls to the 

server during a print operation. This is helpful to indicate that the “jobReady” response field will be 

ignored and so the server may avoid doing database or similar checks to determine whether a job is 

available. It may also be useful status to display to users. 

Please note that this field is optional and may not be included in the POST request from all clients, 

therefore it should not be used as a signal that printing is completed (please monitor GET/DELETE 

and POST responses for this). 

• "clientAction" – an array of responses to server requests, see Client Action section below. If there are 

no responses needed, then this field may be missing, of have a value of null. 

• "barcodeReader" - added in HI01x/HI02x firmware version 1.4. An array of objects representing 

available barcode reader hardware. Please see Barcode Reader section below. 

• "keyboard" - added in HI01x/HI02x firmware version 1.4. An array of objects representing available 

keyboards. Please see Keyboard section below. 

• "display" - added in HI01x/HI02x firmware version 1.4. An array of objects representing available 

line displays. Please see Display section below. 

 

Example POST Data 

Common poll data, includes printer status and MAC address identifier: 

{ 

    "status": "23 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ", 

    "printerMAC": "00:11:e5:06:04:ff", 

    "statusCode": "200%20OK", 

    "clientAction": null 

} 
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Poll sent after the server has requested the polling interval and list of supported encodings using 

“clientAction” requests, to a printer with an “UniqueID” set to “Star1”: 

{ 

    "status": "23 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ", 

    "printerMAC": "00:11:e5:06:04:ff", 

    "uniqueID": "Star1", 

    "statusCode": "200%20OK", 

    "clientAction": [ 

        {"request":"GetPollInterval","result":"10"}, 

        {"request":"Encodings","result":"image/png; image/jpeg; application/vnd.star.raster; 

application/vnd.star.line; application/vnd.star.linematrix; text/plain; application/octet-stream"} 

    ] 

} 
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JSON Response 

The server will respond with a JSON encoded reply, based on the following template: 

{ 

"jobReady": true¦false, 

"mediaTypes": [ "<content media type>" ], 

"deleteMethod": "DELETE|GET", 

"clientAction": [ {"request": "<request type>", "options": "<request parameters>"} ] 

"claimBarcodeReader": [ "<device name" ], 

"claimKeyboard": [ "<device name>" ], 

"display": [ { "name": "<device name>", "message": "<message markup>" } ], 

"reportUnstableWeights": [ "<device name" ] 

} 

 

The server response informs the client of any pending print data, and also allows the server to pass Client 

Action requests to the client. 

 

• "jobReady" - if "true" then the server has data for the client which should be printed, it can be retrieved 

using an http GET request. 

• "mediaTypes" - a list media (MIME) types that available print data may be provided in by the server. 

For example a server may be able to serve a document as a PNG image, or convert to Star Raster. 

The client will choose it's preferred format from those available. Note that this can vary between print 

jobs, for example a server may handle printing bit image and text data types differently. 

• “deleteMethod” – ask the printer to confirm print job completion with either an http DELETE or GET 

request. This field is optional, and the printer will default to using a DELETE. 

Generally, supporting DELETE is recommended, as the standard way to remove a resource from a 

web server. However, some web servers are unable to pass DELETE request to CGI scripts, and so 

the printer will optionally send an http GET, with specific query string parameter instead. 

• "clientAction" – an array of requests for a special action from the client, see Client Action section 

below. 

• "claimBarcodeReader" – An array of strings, each string is the logical device name of a Barcode 

Reader device to be claimed for input. Alternatively, a Boolean response of ‘true’ can be sent to claim 

the ‘default’ barcode reader. 

Claiming a barcode reader means that scanned barcodes will be reported to the server. The claim 

lasts only until the next poll, therefore the server should set this field every time if it wishes to receive 

barcode scans continuously. 

• "claimKeyboard" – An array of strings, each string is the logical device name of a Keyboard device to 

be claimed for input. Alternatively, a Boolean response of ‘true’ can be sent to claim the ‘default’ 

keyboard. 

Claiming a keyboard means that key presses will be reported to the server. The claim lasts only until 

the next poll, therefore the server should set this field every time if it wishes to receive keyboard 
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activity continuously. 

• “display” – A string containing a message for the default display, or an array of display messages. 

Each message should contain two string fields: 

➢ “name” – the name of the display device to send the message to. 

➢ “message” – The message to be sent to the display, this can be plain text with CloudPRNT 

display markup messages, Refer to the Display section below for details. 

 

To simplify the client→server rules, a server should not set a clientAction request and expect printing at 

the same time. If "jobReady" is set to true, and one or more clientActions are requested, the client will 

handle the clientAction requests only. It is expected that the printing can wait for the next poll. This does not 

usually cause any visible performance penalty, because the client will issue the next poll immediately after 

handling the clientAction requests instead of after the usual polling interval. 
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Example server POST responses 

A typical server response, when no printing is required: 

{ 

"jobReady": false 

} 

 

A typical server response when printing is required, and the server is able to make the job available as 

either plain text, or png data. 

{ 

"jobReady": true, 

 "mediaTypes": ["text/plain", “image/png”] 

} 

 

A server response, with request for the printer to report its polling interval and list of supported job 

encodings: 

{ 

 “jobReady": false, 

 "clientAction": [ 

{"request": "GetPollInterval", "options": ""}, 

{"request": "Encodings", "options": ""} 

] 

} 

 

 

Client Action 

A "clientAction" option in the response packet is used by the server to ask the client to perform an action 

other than printing, or to return information that is not typically included inside the normal client POST 

Request packet. If the server issues a "clientAction" request, then the client will send a POST Request in 

reply as soon as it has handled this action, instead of at the usual poll interval. 

 

For performance, multiple client actions can be passed as an array, allowing several requests to be made 

simultaneously. Clients can also respond with an array, and in some cases may generate several 

responses. For example a firmware update may issue an action at the start, and the end of the update 

process. 

 

Normal printing operation is entirely possible without requiring any client action features. 
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Version 

(HI01X/02X) 

Version 

(mC-Print2/3) 

Client Action 

Request  

Parameter  Client Request result  

1.0 1.2 ClientType  

 

Responds with a fixed string indicating the client type.  

Pre-defined types are: 

"Star Intelligent Interface HI01X" (IFBD-HI01X) 

“Star mC-Print2” (mC-Print2) 

“Star mC-Print3” (mC-Print3) 

1.0 1.2 ClientVersion  

 

Responds with the CloudPRNT version implemented 

by the client. 

currently this will always be "1.0.x". Where 1.0 

represents the CloudPRNT specification version, and 

"x" the implementation revision.  

1.0  1.2 Encodings  

 

Returns a semi-colon separated list of supported print 

job content encodings supported by this client. The 

encoding name follows the common http 

mime/content type string format. 

1.0  1.2 SetID  New ID 

string. 

Set the ID that the client will use within the "UniqueID" 

field of POST/GET requests  

1.0  1.2 GetPollInterval  

 

Report the clients polling interval in seconds. This 

may be used by the server to determine a safe 

timeout for determining a loss of client connection.  

1.4 1.2 PageInfo  Request printer page information, which will be 

returned as a JSON formatted object, containing the 

string fields: 

{ 

"paperWidth": "<width in mm>", 

"printWidth": "<print width mm>", 

"horizontalResolution": "<dots per mm>", 

"verticalResolution": "<dots per mm>" 

} 

These are returned as a string to avoid rounding 

errors. 

 

Note, Client Actions are technically optional, and may not all be supported by all clients. However, all above 

client actions are fully supported by the Star HI01X and HI02X printer interface cards, mC-Print2 and 

mC-Print3.  
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4. Print job requests (GET) 

Request (GET) 

When an http GET method is used, it is intended to pull a print job from the server, which will then be 

printed. Please note that, in accordance with the http specification, GET should have no server side 

effects, simply re-sending the same GET should result in re-downloading the same job until the 

server state is changed by a POST or DELETE. A server can assume that the print is in progress 

after the GET, until a DELETE, or POST with error code is received. 

 

When the Client has been informed (via a POST response) that print data is available, then it will 

retrieve this through an http GET request. In accordance to the http specification, the GET does not 

have a message body, but instead passes all parameters via a query string, or inside header options. 

 

 

• uid is a server specified UniqueID. This will only be included if it has been set by the server. 

• type is the requested media data type of the print job. Servers may serve jobs in multiple forms if 

they prefer 

(e.g. Star Line, Raster, PNG, plain text). If so then the printer will choose the type that it prefers to 

handle from those available. If this is parameter omitted, then the server should return data in its 

preferred media format. 

• mac is the printer MAC address, as used in the POST request. 

 

Servers can consider the print job to be in progress after the data is retrieved by a GET. Clients may 

optionally stop POST based polling while printing (after the GET), until the print is complete, or an 

error has occurred. It is also possible that subsequent GET requests may be sent, for example if the 

printer chooses to retry with a different mime type after a data decoding issue. 

 

  

[http/https]://[cloudprntURL]?uid=<printer ID>&type=<media type>&mac=<mac address> 
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Response 

The server response should include the print job data as the message body, encoded in the 

requested format, and with the requested format as the specified content type in the http header. It 

is possible that the client will re-request the data, by sending further GET requests for the same 

document - this is unlikely in usual operation but should be supported by the server. 

 

 The server should set an appropriate "Status: " field in the response header, with one of the 

following values. 

 

• 200 (OK) If the operation succeeded and the job was returned as expected. 

• 404 (not found) If no data is available for printing. 

• 415 (unsupported media type) if the request was for a content type that the server can not 

support. 

 

In case of an error status code, the response body will be ignored, and so may be empty. 

 

When a print job uses the Media type which is text/plain, image/png, image/jpeg, then the  

server can set extra control options in the response header(*), with one of the following field and 

value.  

(*)This function has been supported since F/W version 1.3 or later (HI01X/02X), 1.2 or later 

(mC-Print2 and mC-Print3) 

Header Field Name Example Description  

X-Star-Buzzerstartpattern X-Star-Buzzerstartpattern: 1 
 

Performs buzzer before printing the sent job. 

The specified value is a number of performing buzzer. 

 

Value Range: From ‘1’ to ‘3’ 

X-Star-Buzzerendpattern X-Star-Buzzerendpattern: 1 Performs buzzer after printing the sent job. 

The specified value is a number of performing buzzer. 

 

Value Range: From ‘1’ to ‘3’ 

X-Star-Cut X-Star-Cut: full; feed=true Specified the method of cut to perform at the end of a 

document. Support for this header has been added 

since firmware version 1.4 for HI01X/02X. 

 

Supported Values: full, partial, none. 
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Feed option may be set to true or false, but defaults to 

true of not specified. 

X-Star-ImageDitherPattern X-Star-ImageDitherPattern: none Specify the dithering method to use when 

printing and image (defaults to ‘fs’ if not 

specified) 

 

Values: 

• none – disable dithering 

• fs – use Floyd Steinberg error diffusion dither 

X-Star-CashDrawer X-Star-CashDrawer: start trigger opening a cash drawer at the start or end 

of a job. 

 

Values: none, start, end 
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5. Print job confirmation (DELETE) 

Clients will confirm job completion with the server. This is handled by issuing an http DELETE 

request to inform the server to clear the current job. The query string is equivalent to the http GET 

request, but with the addition of a "code" parameter, and no need for the "type" parameter. A 

DELETE may be used by the client to clear a completed print job, or to clear a job that it is unable to 

process, the server should check the 'code' parameter to determine the difference. 

 

 Print Success 

In case printing completes correctly, the client will send a DELETE to the server, with the "code" 

parameter set to "OK", the "pid" and "mac" parameters will be the same as the preceding GET. Next, 

the client will begin usual polling through POST requests. 

 

 Print failure or error 

In case printing fails, or an error occurs during printing, the client will follow the sequence:  

1. Send a POST request to the server with a relevant printer status code. If status is not OK 

(beginning with a "2"), then the server can determine that printing did not succeed.  

2. If the client determines that the failure is not related to the print data, then it will enter the 

normal polling process. After the printer issue has been resolved and it is online again, it will 

attempt to GET the job again if the server is still reporting that job data is available. 

3. If the client determines that printing failed because it is not able to handle the active print job 

data, then it will send a DELETE, with corresponding code value, as described in Printer 

Status Codes. After the DELETE, the client will resume the usual POST based polling 

process. 

 

 Network Reliability and request retry 

If the DELETE (or GET with "delete" query string) fails to receive a response from the server, then the 

client printer may re-try to send it. In this case, an additional query parameter will be added 

(“retry=<x>” there <x> is the number of retries performed) to make this situation easy to detect. 

 This has been implemented in the HI0x firmware from version 1.5 onwards, which will re-try the 

DELETE up to 5 times. This provides a protection against unreliable networks where requests can 

sometimes be lost. However, in that case of sever network instability of complete failure, it is still 

possible that a server may not always receive the final DELETE. 

Servers can additionally catch situations where a DELETE request has been missed, by monitoring 
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the ""printingInProgress" field of the regular poll (POST) request.  

If this changes from true to false, despite not receiving a DELETE or POST (with error), then the 

server can assume that printing has completed, and that http requests from the client have been lost. 

 

Alternative Print job confirmation (GET) 

Some web servers do not support DELETE requests through server side CGI scripts. Therefore, an 

alternative method is provided. If the server requests this mode (see poll response section above) 

then the printer will send an http GET request instead of a DELETE. 

This request can be differentiated from a standard job download GET request, because the printer 

will add “delete” as a query string parameter. In all other respects, the query string and behavior are 

the same as for the usual DELETE request. 
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6. Content Media Types 

In general, CloudPRNT follows the common internet MIME content type names for print job data 

such as JPEG, PNG, text. However, CloudPRNT does support some original data formats and for 

this we will introduce new content type string names. 

Data Format Media Type 

Star Thermal Line Mode application/vnd.star.line 

Star Matrix Line Mode application/vnd.star.linematrix 

Star Raster application/vnd.star.raster 

Star PRNT Mode application/vnd.star.starprnt 

Star PRNT Core application/vnd.star.starprntcore 

Star PNG image/vnd.star.png 

The HI01X interface supports the following media types: 

text/plain, image/png, image/jpeg, application/vnd.star.line, application/vnd.star.raster, 

application/vnd.star.starprntcore, application/octet-stream 

The HI02X interface supports the following media types: 

text/plain, image/png, image/jpeg, application/vnd.star.linematrix, 

application/octet-stream 

The mC-Print2/3 supports the following media types: 

text/plain, image/png, application/vnd.star.starprnt, image/vnd.star.png, 

application/vnd.star.starprntcore, application/octet-stream 

 

Note: if sending raw command data for printing then it is not recommended to use 

application/octet-stream. Instead please use the appropriate vnd.star.* content types. This way the 

interface can select the most appropriate available type and can avoid attempting to write incompatible 

command data to the printer. 

       The "application/vnd.star.starprntcore"(*) can be specified for printing job data that can be used 

for both of the star line emulation printer and the starprnt emulation printer. 

       *Supported by HI01X: V1.5.1 or later, mC-Print2/3: V1.4 or later. 

 

Extra parameter for image/vnd.star.png 

   Vendor original media types may also have custom parameters. At this time, only image/vnd.star.png 

does. 

   Clients which impose limitations on the image/PNG format beyond what is likely to be expected by 

server developers, should additionally implement the image/vnd.star.png media type. 

This is fully compatible with the standard PNG file format, but can be used to inform the server of 

limitations, such as accepted bit depth and size. Commonly, this may be necessary because of RAM 
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limitations in the target device, and the relatively large size of a 24/32bit per pixel bitmap when it is fully 

uncompressed, which is necessary for printing. 

 

Media type parameters are provided by the client, when informing the server of the supported media 

types by the GET query string when requesting a job. Servers which recognize this media type, can also 

specify these dimensions within their POST response when a job is available, in order to let the client 

decide if it is able to handle the job or not. For example, the printer may request image/vnd.star.png for 

print jobs up to 300mm, but fall back to text/plain if the job exceeds this. 

 

From CloudPRNT Client to Server: 

When a client provides the response when it makes a GET request for a print job using the 

image/vnd.star.png media type, then it should also supply the following  

query parameters:  

Parameter Description 

mono_len=<length> Inform the server of the maximum pixel height of monochrome (1 bit per 

pixel) PNG image that can be supported by the client. 

NOTE this length is based on memory limitation, and assumes that the 

image width matchers the printer dot width. 

24bpp_len=<length> Inform the server of the maximum pixel height of 24bit color PNG image that 

can be supported by the client. 

NOTE this length is based on memory limitation, and assumes that the 

image width matchers the printer dot width 

 

 

Example (based on mC-Print): 

 

 

From Server to client (POST response): 

When a server replies to a POST, with the jobReady=true field, it must also provide a list of media  

types in which the job can be provided, using the mediaTypes field. 

In this case, the following parameters can be included with the image/vnd.star.png media type to 

describe the actual job size, and formats that can be provided.  

Parameter Description 

mono_len=<length> Inform the client that the job can be provided as a monochrome (1 bit per 

pixel) PNG, and is <length> pixels in height. 

[http/https]://[cloudprntURL]?uid=<printer ID> 

&type=image/vnd.star.png;mono_len=<length>;24bpp_len=<length>&mac=<mac address> 
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24bpp_len=<length> Inform the client that the job can be provides as a 24bit color PNG and is 

<length> pixels in height. 

 

A server can provide one or both parameters, to indicate that it can provide mono, 24bit or both 

formats. If at least one is compatible, then the CloudPRNT client may request it (depending on media 

type preference order). 

Example POST response from server, which can provide the job as text or monochrome png image 

that is 800 dots(10cm) tall: 

 

in the above case, an mC-Print3 printer, would recognize that the job is available as a PNG that is 

within it's supported constraints, and so would then provide a GET request to fetch the job, with a 

query parameter such as: 

 

 

When the server responds to this request, it may specify the response mime type as either 

image/vnd.star.png or image/png since the PNG specific dimensions will be decoded from the file 

header anyway, and the data should provide a fully compliant PNG image file. 

 

 

Image Printing 

The CloudPRNT printer can support PNG encoded print job data. When the server sends an image 

based print job, by default the image will be printed pixel for pixel, without scaling. Therefore the 

server should send image data matched to the printers resolution (576 pixels wide on 80mm printer 

models, 832 pixels on 112mm printer models). By default, the image will also be dithered when 

converted to monochrome for printing. 

  

{ 

    "jobReady": true, 

    "mediaTypes": [ "image/vnd.star.png;mono_len=800", "image/png", "text/plain" ] 

} 

?type=image/vnd.star.png;mono_len=2400;24bpp_len=400&mac=00:00:00:00:00:00 
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Text Printing 

The CloudPRNT printer can support plain text print job data. In this case the text data will be output 

with the printer’s default font and codepage, followed by a cut. It is not recommended to embed 

control code sequences, as this is not strictly plain text data. If control code sequences are required 

then please specify the emulation by using an “application/vnd.star.xxxx” content type. 

 

 

Compatibility Note: Version 1.1 firmware for HI01X interfaces, could support a media type of 

“text/plain”, but did not accept variations with additional content information, such as “text/plain; 

encoding=utf-8” which is automatically appended by several server-side development solutions. 

From version 1.2 firmware (for HI01X or HI02X interfaces), content media types with a semi-colon to 

separate type from additional content information are supported. 
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7. Printer Status codes 

Printer status codes are similar to http status codes, but not directly compatible. They are a 3 digit 

error code, which can be followed by a space, and then an error description. Note that error 

descriptions are intended for logging, and may vary between clients. Error codes will be added to this 

document as required, but follow a pattern meaning that a server need not recognise all specific error 

codes. For example, all codes beginning "2" (200, 211, etc.) mean that the printer is online, all codes 

beginning with a "4" represent a printer error, etc. 

 

Code Description 

2xx Printer is online and able to print 

21x Printer is online, but a paper related warning is n place, the printer may go offline in the 

near future. 

210 Paper low 

4xx Printer error - all codes beginning with 4 indicate a failure due to printer error. 

41x Paper error. 

410 Out of paper. 

411 Paper jam. 

42x Cover open error. 

420 Cover open 

5xx Client error - all codes beginning with 5 indicate a client issue. 

51x Media compatibility error 

510 Incompatible media type, client does not support the data issued by the server. 

511 Media decoding error. Client supports the media type, but failed to decode it. May 

indicate a data corruption, or differing versions of the media format. 

512 Unsupported media version. Means that the media type is supported, but the version 

issued by the server is not compatible. E.g. client may support PDF up to 1.4, but not 

1.5. 

52x Job download error 

520 Timeout, client could not download the job within an internal timeout limit. 

521 Job too large. The job data is too large for the client's download buffer or exceeds a 

specified size limit. 
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8. General Server Error Responses 

At any time, the server ,may respond with the following status responses in case of error conditions.  

• 400 (bad request) if the request is not understood. 

• 401 (unauthorised) if the user/pass are incorrect. Or if the server wishes to refuse for 

another reason. 

• 403 (forbidden) if the server rejects the request for a reason other than authentication, such 

as a network security issue (e.g. IP or MAC is not in an allow list). 

• 429 (too many requests) If the client is making requests too frequently, then the server may 

start rejecting them. This may mean that the client is not obeying the requested polling time. 
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9. Connection Timeout 

Clients choose their interval, but this may vary between differently configured clients. Clients are 

permitted to send requests more frequently in the case that their status has changed several times 

quickly, or in response to a server "clientAction" request. However, it is never expected that the 

client will poll significantly more slowly than requested. 

 

Therefore, a long delay between polls can be considered as a warning that the printer has been 

powered off, or the network connection is lost. The server may then report this and take appropriate 

action (anything from displaying "offline/disconnected" to emailing a technician, this is server 

dependent). 

 

The precise timeout is not always easy to calculate, especially while printing a job, which may take 

several seconds, or event minutes. 

Therefore, it is recommended that a server calculate two timeouts for a particular job queue.  

 

• Poll timeout recommended to be 2 * <poll interval> + 5s - this specified the time between polls 

before the server assumes that a device has gone offline or lost its connection. 

• Print timeout recommended to be around 60s - this is the time allowed for a printer to accept 

and print a job before completing with a jobstate "restart"/"delete" before the server can assume 

that the printer has gone offline. The real time to print a document can vary significantly 

depending on the printer performance, job length and type of data, therefore it is recommended 

that a server considers its own usage scenario and adjusts this timeout accordingly. 

 

Some devices will continue to send status poll requests during job printing, to verify that they are 

still online. In this case the Print Timeout is not essential, but not all clients can be guaranteed to do 

this. With firmware versions up to 1.3 the HI01X and HI02X interfaces will not issue POST requests 

after requesting a print job, until the job is complete or has failed, however version 1.4 and later will 

issue POST requests while printing is in progress. 
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10. Security 

 

The CloudPRNT printer, clients optionally support the HTTP Basic Authentication standard, for 

username/password authentication and https/TLS encryption. In situations where authentication is 

needed, customers are strongly recommended to use TLS encryption also, to avoid easy password 

capture through monitoring unencrypted http traffic. 

 

The CloudPRNT printer hardware includes a set of common CA certificates which are synchronized 

with the current Mozilla recommendations. As a result, it will automatically trust https sites signed 

with certificates from common Certificate Authorities. However, it is also possible to install a custom 

CA certificate set if required. 
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11. Controlling Peripheral Devices 

 

From HI01x/HI02x version 1.4 firmware onwards, it is possible to control externally connected 

peripheral devices, for full POS functionality. The HI01x hardware uses an internal claiming system 

to ensure that all devices can be shared reliably between CloudPRNT, and other systems such as 

WebPRNT. 

For Claiming purposes, devices fit into two categories: 

• Input devices: these are Barcode Readers and Keyboards. These are devices that will 

report events as input, and must be claimed by the application or service that needs to 

receive this input. 

• Output devices: these are the Printer and Line Display. These devices are controlled by 

sending transactions, and will be automatically claimed and released when used through 

CloudPRNT. 

 

    Supported USB peripheral models: 

Peripheral Device Category Supported Model name Notes 

1D Barcode Reader BCR-POP1  

2D Barcode Reader Zebra Technologies DS9208  

Keyboard Any HID Keyboard Device Supported by only HI01X/HI02X 

Line Display SCD222U  

 

      Note: mC-Print2/3 are supported to Barcode Readers and Line Display for peripheral device. 

 

Barcode Reader 

Barcode Readers are input devices, which must be claimed in order to receive scan event 

information. Barcode information is reported inside the usual POST requests from the client to the 

server, and can be claimed and released through the server response. 

Inside the JSON POST, a “barcodeReader” field will provide an array of JSON objects in the 

following format: 

{ 

"name": "<device logical name>", 

"status": { "connected": bool, "claimed": bool }, 

"scan": [ {"data": "<scanned barcode character sequence>"} ] 

} 

 

• “name” – specifies a logical device name to uniquely identify the barcode reader. This name 

may be used to claim the reader in order to receive scan events. 
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• “status” – an object describing the device status, containing two fields: 

o “connected” – a Boolean value, true if the barcode reader is physically connected 

and false otherwise. 

o “claimed” – true if the device is claimed by CloudPRNT, meaning the scan events 

will be reported to this server. 

• “scan” – an array of scan events objects since the last POST. Each object contains the 

following fields: 

o “data” – a string containing base64 encoded data, reported by the barcode scanner. 

 

Keyboard 

Keyboards are input devices, which must be claimed in order to receive scan event information. 

Key press information is reported inside the usual POST requests from the client to the server, and 

can be claimed and released through the server response. 

Inside the JSON POST, a “keyboard” field will provide an array of JSON objects in the following 

format: 

{ 

"name": "<device logical name>", 

"status": { "connected": bool, "claimed": bool }, 

"keyPresses": "<key presses since last poll>" 

} 

• “name” – specifies a logical device name to uniquely identify the keyboard. This name may 

be used to claim the keyboard in order to receive key press events. 

• “status” – an object describing the device status, containing two fields: 

o “connected” – a Boolean value, true if the keyboard is physically connected and 

false otherwise. 

o “claimed” – true if the device is claimed by CloudPRNT, meaning key press events 

will be reported to this server. 

• “keyPresses” – a base64 encoded string providing the sequence of key presses since the 

last POST. Key presses are already converded from keyboard scan codes to Ascii data. 
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Display 

Displays are output devices, which do not require claiming. Status information will be reported 

inside the POST, and display messages can be passed back by the server inside the JSON POST 

response. 

Inside the JSON POST, a “display” field will provide an array of JSON objects in the following 

format: 

{ 

"name": "<device logical name>", 

"status": {"connected": bool} 

} 

• “name” – specifies a logical device name to uniquely identify the keyboard. This name may 

be used to claim the keyboard in order to receive key press events. 

• “status” – an object describing the device status, containing two fields: 

o “connected” – a Boolean value, true if the keyboard is physically connected and 

false otherwise. 

 

Sending messages to the display, is handled by specifying a “display” field in the JSON POST 

response form the server back to the client. Messages are strings which can use a simple markup 

format. 

Command  Function  

[cls]  Clear display, and reset cursor to home position  

[home]  Reset cursor to home position  

[nl]  New Line, moves cursor to the beginning of the next line  

[http://...] [https://...]  

Display image from URL. The CloudPRNT device will download a PNG or Jpeg  

image from the specified url and draw to the display (If image display 

is supported).  

[enc <encoding>]  Set display text encoding to <encoding>  

 

The markup language is sent as plain text strings through JSON, which will be displayed 

directly. Special commands can be embedded inside the square bracket '[' ']' sets. 

Escaping is supported for characters which might otherwise not be possible to insert. The 

characters '', '[' and ']' can be escaped with the sequences "\\", "\[" and "\]" respectively. 

Hex data sequences can be inserted with the escape "\xHH", where "HH" is a double digit hex 

value. 

 

 

http://./
https://./
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Appendix A. Term and Condition 

Please refer to https://www.starmicronicscloud.com/legal/retailers/terms-and-conditions/. 

 

 

Appendix B. Privacy Policy 

    Please refer to https://www.starmicronicscloud.com/legal/retailers/privacy-policy/. 

 

 

 

  

https://www.starmicronicscloud.com/legal/retailers/terms-and-conditions/
https://www.starmicronicscloud.com/legal/retailers/privacy-policy/
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History 

 

Rev 1.0 29th September 2016 Official First Release 

Rev 1.1 1st November 2016 Mistyping corrected 

Rev 1.2 23th January 2017 • Update for firmware 1.2 device compatibility 

• Add example JSON data 

• Describe alternative job completion method (http GET) 

• Note compatibility issue for “text/plain” data 

Rev 1.3 20th September 2017 • Describe a buzzer control method in GET response 

Rev 1.4 9th March 2018 • Add description about peripheral device 

• Add how to control of peripheral devices in JSON 

request/response (POST) 

• Describe a cut/dithering control method in GET response 

Rev 1.5 2nd November 2018 • Removed “Scale” description 

• Added description about “Network Reliability and request 

retry” in DELETE request 

• Added factory setting for Client configuration 

• Added Appendix A and Appendix B 

• Revised the address of company 

• Added mC-Print2 and mC-Print3 model 

• Added new media types and an explanation of extra 

parameter for image/vnd.star.png 

• Added note in “Operating Environment” section 

Rev 1.6 8th February 2019 • Updated the Content Media type 

• Revised description in Request (GET) 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

http://www.starmicronics.com/support/

